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2015 will be a relatively positive year for the Egyptian economy, as the currency

stabilises and investment returns to the county. The fiscal and net export position will

improve significantly on the back of fuel subsidy reform. Subsidy cuts will likely be

watered down if public unrest occurs on a significant scale, however, the bulk of reform

will remain in place.

Hikes to domestic energy prices will push consumer price inflation back into the double

digits by the end of the year. Egypt’s geopolitical importance will ensure that even if an

IMF agreement is delayed for longer than expected, further foreign aid commitments will

materialise around the turn of the year. Western powers such as the US and EU have

an interest in ensuring the North African country does not experience a more

pronounced economic and political crisis. However, it will be donations from the GCC

which keeps Egypt afloat this year.

We do not expect an IMF deal in 2014, as the economic rationale has waned somewhat

since the influx of foreign aid and it is politically unpalatable at present.

Major Forecast Changes

Following an influx in foreign aid in 2013 as well as subsidy reform Egypt will be avoid a

pronounced balance of payments crisis in 2015. That said, as the aid inflows are likely

to weaken the government’s resolve to push ahead with necessary tax and business

environment reforms, we do not expect an IMF agreement to be signed in the near

term. Our baseline scenario sees the economy expanding by 3.0% in FY2014/15 and

3.8% in FY2015/16.
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